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Firefighter Work Suit
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The fire fighting work suit is an integral part of the work clothes for firefighters and is worn at firefighting
competitions, during the performance of work tasks in the unit or the fire brigade outside the intervention, and also for
firefighting assemblies.

A firefighter work suit consists of a jacket and pants. In our offer you can find a working fire fighting suit for young
firefighters or adults.

Firefighter Work Jacket: 

Made of dark blue fabric with a raw material composition of 50% combed cotton and 50% polyester
Fastens with zipper and flap with metallic dark blue buckles
On the front of the blouse at chest height, are sewn two pockets with flap fasteners
Below the upper elbow-high pockets are two obliquely incised pockets
Shoulder strap holders with the title mark are sewn on the shoulders, and they are fastened with a dark blue
button
The sleeves are made of two parts, and at the ends they end with cuffs that fasten with buckles
The back of the blouse is made of one piece, and on each side there are edges facing the sleeve
The blouse has a belt that buckles with a buckle, and the inside is lined with synthetic lining
Professional bracelets worn on the blouse are made of dark blue fabric
A 5 cm sleeve from the top edge is sewn with a fire brigade or company insignia

Firefighter Work Pants:

Made of dark blue fabric with a raw material composition of 50% combed cotton and 50% polyester
They have one notched pocket on the top left and right
On the left and right at the height of the thigh are sewn two accordion pockets with flap fasteners
The width of the socks at the lower end is from 22 cm to 26 cm
The required number of belt holders, 4-6 cm wide, is sewn on the trousers around the waist

Additional work clothes: 

Firefighter work shirt (blue)
Cap with emblem
Work Shoes
Duty Emblem
Firefighting Rankings and Duties
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